EXPANDING THE BOUNDARIES OF HEALTHCARE
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The CLINiC™ is a purpose-built consultation device that provides an intuitive icon-driven user interface across a variety of form factors and use cases.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

**INTUITIVE INTERFACE**
Standardized user interface, purpose built for a medical environment and designed with a focus on ease of use. Capable of supporting synchronous audio, video and content sharing (PACS, EHR, Scopes/Peripherals). *Significantly reduces training time and increases end user adoption.*

**FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS**
Perfect for deployments where space is a premium. Can be used in a variety of ways such as: attaching to an existing medical cart, integrating with new medical carts, fitted to a wall mounted arm or as a standalone desktop unit. *Allows organizations to pick the best solution to meet their clinical use case, the physical environment and budget versus the traditional one size fits all approach.*

**EASY DEPLOYMENT AND SUPPORT**
Unit leverages the VESA Mounting Interface Standard which allows installation and replacement within minutes in almost any environment. *Reduces both capital acquisition and operating expense costs.*
**Camera**
EagleEye Acoustic Camera™ can be replaced by EagleEye IV Camera™ for cart applications

**Microphone (with 12X Camera)**

**HDMI Input**

**VGA Input**

**Icon-Driven Control Panel**

**Sound Deflector (Removable)**

**Full Range Audio System**

**Privacy Headphone Output**

**Stethoscope Input**

**AC Power**

**RJ45 Network Port**

**VESA Mount**

**27” Display**

**Mounting Options**

NOTE: Mount option are independent of camera option. Shown for illustrative purposes only.